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TO THE EDITOR: Goldstein et al1 from Johns Hopkins have
performed an elegant and important analysis of their data
quality associated with ophthalmology’s most important
variable, visual acuity (VA). They concluded that direct analysis
of electronic medical record (EMR) data at their institution was
less than ideal, and even reconstructed data had limited
reliability. The problem may be due in part to sloppy direct data
entry, but is primarily a result of historically incorrect EMR
formatting of VA data. After decades of EMR evolution, is
quality VA data dead?

Encouragingly, the study noted that my subspecialty of pediatric
ophthalmology, which directly deals with non-numeric classifica-
tion of VA, still had one of the lowest levels of VA unusability
(4.5%). Perhaps there is hope. You mention computer-adaptive VA
testing and predefined VA-structured fields. How would the authors
suggest concrete solutions to the otherwise dismal VA direct data
reliability? What solutions are quick, simple, and efficient for the
technician while also providing reasonable reliability?

Age-based, physiological evidence has recently been employed
to provide unique digital equivalents for both pediatric fixation-
based VA and low-vision designations similar to your “internal
data dictionary” for VA.2 The publication provides formulae that
convert such digital or descriptive visual acuities from United
States customary units and metrics to logarithm of the minimum
angle of resolution (logMAR) and back. What level of logMAR
would the authors assign to no light perception blindness?

What would it take for all the ophthalmology EMR systems to
abandon the alpha character formatting for VA and convert to a
uniform, digitally useful version? The sooner, the better. Researchers,
policy-makers, physicians, taxpayers, and patients deserve it.
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